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“The IT systems staff use have a direct impact on how productive 
they can be, which in turn can affect your strategic objectives.”

Departments, whether diverse or separated, collaborate to 
achieve shared goals despite challenges like different divisions, 
time zones, languages, and technical obstacles. 

Our Flexible Working Assessment evaluates how well your current 
computer setup aligns with modern hybrid work practices. We 
assess both the end-user experience and the management 
of diverse corporate and personal devices, some of which are 
beyond traditional IT control. 

Our goal is to help you discover how investing in technologies like 
Citrix DaaS, Windows 11, Windows 365, Azure Virtual Desktop, and 
Microsoft Intune can benefit your business.

Inefficient Tools - Traditional endpoint management tools lack 
the efficiency gains introduced by modern counterparts, making 
general life-cycle tasks more time consuming.

Security - Not all endpoints have adequate security capabilities, 
leaving you vulnerable to attack. NextGen versions have built-in 
security which compliment a zero trust approach.

Complex Needs - Developers and temporary or fractional 
workers can often cause operational headaches, given their 
unique requirements in comparison to traditional staff.

Scaling - Mergers, acquisitions and divestiture can be time 
consuming and costly. Adopting NextGen endpoints, alongside 
cloud native management, significantly reduce issues.

Flexibility - Providing staff with the ability to do their best work 
from anywhere, on devices that are appropriate to their role can 
significantly increase productivity.

The Workspace evolution
As hybrid working continues to penetrate the workplace, driven 
by a tech-savvy and highly dynamic workforce, organisations are 
being forced to review the way in which they provide end user 
computing services.

Speak to our Workspace specialists

85% of businesses noted productivity gains after the 
implementation of flexible working arrangements. 
45% of employers claim it improves staff retention.  

While 87% of staff reported they were performing 
fine at work, just 12% of leaders say they had full 
confidence that their teams were productive.  

75% of hybrid workers said that their expectations for 
flexible working had increased in 2022 and 40% risk 
leaving their company if forced to return to the office. - 
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Embrace the workforce evolution  
and benefit from cloud-like   
workspace experiences.

As a Microsoft systems integrator and licensing solutions provider for over 25 years, Ultima hold five out of the six key Microsoft 
Partner designations across Security, Modern Work and Azure including Infrastructure, Data & AI and Digital & App Innovation 
and have been awarded the Microsoft Azure Modernisation and Management Planning 'AMMP' specialisation.

https://outlook.office365.com/book/UltimaWorkspaceEngagements@ultima.com/

